MASKS/GUARDS/PROTECTORS - UMPIRE SALES
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Umpire Gear Package (#5100)

$79.00

Includes mask (#5006V), Chest Protector (#5021), Single Knee Guards (#5013), Plate Brush,
4-Dial Indicator, and Ball Bag. NO SUBSTITUTIONS as this is a prepackaged box.

PRO-Umpire Gear Package (#5120)

$132.00

Includes mask (#5007), Chest Protector (#5022) shoulder and abdomen extension not
included, Pro-Plus Leg Guards (#5016), Plate Brush, 4-Dial Indicator, and Ball Bag. NO
SUBSTITUTIONS as this is a prepackaged box.

Champro Hollow Frame Mask (#5007)

$43.00

Champro Hollow wire frame mask with Dri-Gear Ergo-Fit pads. Ear, throat and oversized
forehead extensions with harness. Available in Black or Silver frame Weight 1 lb. 8 oz.

Champro Rampage Mask Black Frame (#4956)

$104.00

Champro Rampage Ultra-lightweight mask Black Frame. Molded magnesium frame with
flat bars around sight openings to provide ideal field vision. Dri-Gear pad set. integrated ear
and throat extensions for additional protection. Weighs only 16 ounces with the strap set.

Champro Rampage Mask Silver Frame (#4956S)

$104.00

Champro Rampage Ultra-lightweight mask Silver Frame. Molded magnesium frame with
flat bars around sight openings to provide ideal field vision. Dri-Gear pad set. integrated ear
and throat extensions for additional protection. Weighs only 16 ounces with the strap set.
Includes drawstring bag.

Force3 Defender Mask (#4950)

$132.00

Force3 Defender mask. Patent pending dual mask system with the Shock Suspension
System (S3). Force dispersing Kevlar lined padding. Powder coated single bar frame. Black
27oz.

Diamond DFM-IX3 Mask (#5006PRO)

$79.00

Diamond DFM-IX3 Mask. Ultra-lite single eye-bar frame design with powder coated finish.
Integrated upper U-bar, ear and throat extension. Diamond Quick-Dry pads. Black color. 1lb
3oz.

Diamond DFM-IX3 Pewter Frame Mask (#5006PROS)

$79.00

Diamond DFM-IX3 Mask. Pewter Frame. Ultra-lite single eye-bar frame design with powder
coated finish. Integrated upper U-bar, ear and throat extension. Diamond Quick-Dry pads.
1lb.

Light Weight Extended Frame Mask w/Vinyl Pads (#5006V)

$26.00

Light-Weight extended frame mask with Vinyl pad set. Weight 1 lb 4oz.

Wilson Mask (#5008)

$79.00

Wilson light weight extended frame mask with two-tone black PU and tan leather pad set.
1lb. 3oz.

Wilson Dyna-Lite Aluminum (#5009)

$115.00

Wilson Dyna-Lite Aluminum mask with memory foam moisture wicking pad set. Black
anodized aluminum cage. Weight 1 lb. 3 oz. with harness and pads.

Champro Hockey Style Mask (#5005)

$79.00

Champro Black Matte Finish pro-plus hockey-style umpire mask. Allows for maximum
visibility, more than traditional umpire masks. Dri-Gear pad set with Air Tech System. One
Size Fit 7 -7 1/2.

Force3 Mask Carrying Bag (#4951)

$13.50

All purpose drawstring bag made from a soft breathable polyester with heavy-duty pvc lined bottom.
Embroidered “FORCE3″ at the bottom. Measures 16.5″ x 19.5”

Adams Low Profile Chest Protector (#5012)

$96.00

Acting as a base layer and a chest protector in one, the Adams Low Profile Chest Protector has the
classic compression shirt look that you love with internal pockets for the removable D3O padding.
The Energy Lock Technology padding that is used is designed to protect you if you are struck but also
to provide comfort and breathability. This chest protector even has sweat-wicking capabilities and is
treated with an antimicrobial system that resists the development of bacterial odors to keep you dry
and fresh the whole game.

Champro Inside Chest Protector (5021)

$35.00

Champro Inside Chest Protector. Polyester satin front cover and twill back. Adjustable
elastic harness and steel clips.

Champro Pro-Plus Chest Protector (5022)

$79.00

Champro Pro Plus Chest Protector. TRI-DRI construction provides triple density protection
while maximizing ventilation. Cushioned liner is covered with DRI-GEAR moisture wicking,
BIO Fresh anti-microbial mesh treatment. Weighs less than 3 lbs. 5-Way adjustable harness
with quick release clips. Full shoulder coverage. INCLUDES ABDOMEN AND SHOULDER
EXTENSIONS AT NO EXTRA COST. Length 14.75 in. Removable abdomen extension adds 6
in.

Adams Chest Protector (#5024)

$62.00

Adams chest protector. Complete coverage with 12 inch and 14 inch lengths. H-Back
harness system hugs back and shoulders attaches with a single clip. Cool-max lining wicks
moisture and additional hard plate protection over the chest and the shoulder caps are
adjustable and removable.

Champro Ventilated Chest Protector (#5020)

$52.00

Champro Ventilated Chest Protector. Molded high impact shoulder caps, adjustable
shoulder and back straps. Vents in the protector allow for maximum air circulation.
17″wide x 16 1/2″long

Diamond IX3 Chest Protector (#5010)

$79.00

Diamond iX3 Chest Protector. Plastic three layer foam for unsurpassed protection and
comfort. Adjustable arm pads to customize the fit to your specific needs. Lined with
CoolMax fabric for moisture management. Removable sizing plate included. 14″ body
length (without sizing plate) 18.5″ body length (with sizing plate).INCLUDES ABDOMEN
AND SHOULDER EXTENSIONS AT NO EXTRA COST.

Wilson Pro Gold West Vest Chest Protector (#5027)

$140.00

Wilson “Pro-Gold” West Vest chest protector. 12″ abdomen length, fitted with extra side
padding for extra comfort and protection.

Wilson Guardian Chest Protector (#5026)

$79.00

Wilson Guardian 13″ chest protector. Soft shell form fitting design, antimicrobial
treatment, spacer mesh lining for breathability, removable/adjustable shoulder caps.

Pro Platinum Leg Guards (#6010)

$79.00

Nylon shell-on-foam padding, adjustable double kneecap design, flared adjustable ankle
plates, removable instep plate, and removable padding for easy cleaning.

Pro-Plus Leg Guards (#5016)

$62.00

Pro-Plus triple knee leg guards. Contour molded, ventilated shin caps, full calf and ankle
wings, exclusive extra long hinged instep, foot cap is removable. Dri-Gear moisture
management padding.
Available Sizes: 18.5", 17" & 15.5"

Shin Leg Gurards (#5017)

$26.00

13 inch Leg Guard with Toe Extension. Designed to fit under most umpire pants. Dri-Gear
moisture wicking fabric backing. Double strap attachment.

Single Knee Leg Guards (#5013)

$34.00

Single Knee leg guards, injection molded high impact PE caps, Poly/cotton lining reduces
lateral shift, extra strength elastic straps. Length 16.5″.

Ump Lite Leg Guards (#5015)

$44.00

Diamond Ump Lite Leg Guards. Features Diamond Grid Tech foam for superior ventilation
and comfort. Extremely light weight plastic. Durable snap-loc Tifco buckles. Removable toe
extensions. Available in 15 inch and 17 inch Posi-Fit lengths.

Soccer Style Leg Guards (#5014)

$12.50

Soccer style leg guards. Light weight designed to be worn under socks. Length 13″

Champro Dri-Gear Replacment Pad Set (#4906)

$17.00

Champro replacement pad set. Features Dri-Gear cloth type material that touches the face.
Other half of the pad set is vinyl. Fits Champro and most other masks. Black on all sides.
Attaches with Velcro straps.

Diamond leather pad set Black (#4907)

$34.00

Diamond black leather pad set.

Wilson Moisture Wicking Pad Set (#4904)

$25.00

Wilson black memory foam pads wrapped in moisture wicking fabric.

Wilson Two Tone Pad Set (#4902)

$43.00

Wilson two tone pad set. Outer PU, Inner full grain leather.

Wilson 6 inch Throat Guard (#5002)

$8.00

Black impact resistant plastic throat guard extension. Attaches with two snap straps to the
bottom of the mask for extra protection.

4.5 or 6.5 Inch Throat Guard (#4920 or #4922)

$8.00

Black impact resistant plastic throat guard extension. Attaches with two snap straps to the
bottom of the mask for extra protection. 4.5" #4920 or 6.5" #4922

Mask Replacement Strap (#5003)

$7.00

Black mask replacement strap set.

Diamond Mask Sun Visor (#4900)

$13.00

Diamond mask sun visor. Fits #5006PRO & #5006V.

